
Century Band Boosters  
Board Meeting Agenda 

October 6, 2020 
 

● Marching band 
This week the wind players will have a 30 min meeting because of the back to school thing that 
is happening Thursday evening.  All percussion students should have instruments to record 
with.  Everyone should have assignments to work on.  The design team should start sharing 
what they have finished this week. 
 
We have several things that we need to distribute to students (guard uniforms, masks, flags, 
t-shirts, etc).  We would like to set up one distribution time to give everything out at the same 
time. (Oct 17).  The school would like for us to set a signup genius to spread people out.  
 
The school district does not want us to take pictures and videos in front of the green screen at 
school.  We will have to come up with another plan.  Maybe the students take their own 
pictures, maybe we set up the wall somewhere off campus. 
 
Mr Dunlop has talked to 6 area schools who are going to send in pictures for cutouts for the 
video. 
 
We may need to ask parents again for pictures. (Media@centuryband.org)  We have not gotten 
many from parents. 
 
Mr Dunlop is considering keeping the 30 min Thursday night meeting after marching band is 
over until school goes back as a way for the students to continue to all get together. 
 
We will plan for Nov 17 to have the video go out 
 
Still need someone to fly a drone for some shots. Mr Dunlop will contact Mark Watson to see if 
he can do it. 
 

● Fundraising  
○ We earned $189 from the OSF fundraiser 
○ Mod pizza - Oct 26 
○ Can drive (Oct 17)- Can drive is happening.  We will have people drop off at the 

truck instead of the band room. 
○ Fall pies - Oct 12-23.  Mr Dunlop will talk to Mike about setting up ordering online 

through the website.  There will be a small fee to cover square fees. 
○ Koda is starting to think about the virtual auction and ideas about getting 

donations. (Feb-March). 
 

● Apparel 

mailto:Media@centuryband.org


Orders are coming into the website.  Paulie’s email is the last one to move over to g-suite. Once 
that is done, we can give her access to see the orders as they come into the website.  We need 
to set a deadline for ordering show shirts (end of October). 
 
Band booster apparel will also be available though the website. 
 

● Treasurer report  
We have square payments coming in and mailed payments for fair share fees. 
The treasurers received donations from Applied Materials and Kroger.  Amazon smiles is also 
easy. 
Benevity sent a check for $1917.70 
 

● Volunteer coordinator  
○ Drone pilot - Someone suggested that Mark Watson may be able to help us out 

with this.  Mr Dunlop will contact him and ask. 
○ Sewing - Monica is getting the material ready.  Sewers can pick up the fabric this 

weekend. 
○ Props - We need to work out a plan for building the wall and working on other 

props since HSD does not want to have people at the school working. 
 

● Miscellaneous 
Cameron Whitney is organizing the music library into music boxes for his Eagle award project. 
He would like for students to help him by taking a box and some music to sort.  Contact 
Cameron or Pauline if you can help. 
 
Vanessa will send out a signup sheet for people to help sew masks. 
 
~70 kids have already taken lessons since school started.  Thank you to the boosters for your 
help in making this happen for students who would not otherwise be able to do it! 
 


